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We consider a simplied model for resonant neutron-nucleus interaction with
coupled channels. An analytical solution is given for two coupled channels and
arbitrary neutron orbital momentum. A case of a week channel coupling, cor-
responding to narrow Breit-Wigner resonance, is analyzed in details. As far as
the total width of a resonance coincides with the neutron width, the model is
directly appropriate only for light nuclei. We study a mixing of two narrow s-
and p-wave resonances by P- and P-,T-noninvariant potentials in the rst order of
perturbation theory. As an example a close-lying pair of s- and p-wave resonances
of the 35Cl nucleus is considered. In a resonance with an orbital momentum l
an enhancement of mixing amplitude in comparison with potential scattering is
 (!=γl)1=2(1=(kR)2l+1), where ! is a characteristic single-particle energy and γl
is a reduced width of a resonance. The favorable possibilities are shown to exist
on thick targets for measurements beyond the resonance widths. In particular,
an interference minimum near s-wave resonance is of interest for P-odd neutron
spin rotation on light spinless nuclei.
c© Russian Research Center "Kurchatov Institute", 1995
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1 Introduction
The question of scale and nature of T-invariance violation in fundamental inter-
actions remains open. So far only the results, obtained in K0-meson decays [1],
evidence for such violation. Many researches of T-noninvariant eects in nuclear
processes, in neutron -decay, as well as studies of electric dipole moments of
elementary particles have lowered the upper limit on mixing of T-noninvariant
forces to T-invariant ones to the level of 10−3−10−4 (see, e.g., Ref.[2]). Now pos-
sible T-noninvariant eects in isolated compound-resonances are widely discussed
[3]-[10]. An interest to them results from huge enhancement of P-noninvariant
eects. As it was shown for the rst time in Ref.[11], transmission asymmetry
of neutrons with opposite helicities in p-wave resonances may be as much as
10−3−10−1 that is 5{7 order greater than a similar eect in N{N scattering. The
review of recent developments in the study of P-invariance violation in neutron
resonances is given in Ref.[12]. Now a sign correlation of P-odd eects, measured
in several resonances of the 232Th nucleus [13], attracts particular attention. This
result is discussed, e.g., in Refs.[14]-[18].
Usually one distinguishes dynamic and structural (or kinematic) enhance-
ments. The rst is due to high density of resonances [19]-[21]. As it was shown
in Refs.[22]-[24], this enhancement should take place for T-noninvariant eects as
well as for P-noninvariant ones. A structural enhancement [25] (see, also, [26])
arises in p-wave resonances, while in s-wave ones we have a structural suppression.
Both type of enhancement do not represent the fact that the observables peak
in resonances. So a concept of resonance enhancement was brought into practice
in Refs.[27, 28], where an energy dependence of P- and T-noninvariant eects
near s- and p-wave resonances has been investigated. This type of enhancement
results from an increase of time spent by a neutron in the weak-interaction eld
of a target. It was rst mentioned in Refs.[29, 30].
As far as a structure of highly excited nuclei is very complex, there is no con-
sistent microscopic theory of neutron resonances. Thus phenomenological models
as R-matrix theory [31] or shell model approach to nuclear reactions [32] are used
to estimate the observables. There exist, however, some uncertainties in these
models in the phases of the S-matrix elements, caused by potential scattering or
contributions of distant resonances. This may lead to uncontrolled fake eects,
which make dicult a search of T-invariance violation (see, e.g., Ref.[4]).
In this paper we study P- and T-noninvariant eects in simplied, but exactly
solvable model of neutron-nucleus interaction. The model reproduces narrow
resonances, occurring owing to excitations of selected degrees of freedom of a
target. The basis for the model is a scheme of coupled channels [33], described
in section 2. In section 3 P- and T-noninvariant observables are expressed in
terms of S-matrix elements. A method for calculation of P- and T-noninvariant
corrections to S-matrix is presented in section 4. The exactly solvable model
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of resonant neutron-nucleus interaction is stated in section 5. In section 6 this
model is used for description of a close-lying pair of s- and p-wave resonances and
their mixing by P- and T-noninvariant interactions. The results of illustrative
calculation of P- and T-noninvariant observables are presented in section 7. In
section 8 a summary of the most important conclusions is given.
2 Scheme of coupled channels
We consider an interaction of a neutron with a nucleus of mass A. Let H^A is
a nuclear hamiltonian, and " and  ( ) are its eigenvalues and orthonormal
eigenfunctions
H^A ( ) = " ( ); <  0j  >= 0; (1)
 is a set of internal variables. The hamiltonian H^A will be considered as invariant
with respect to rotations and space and time inversions (R-, P- and T-invariant,
respectively). We assume that the nuclear spectrum is purely discrete. An index
 includes spin I , its projection  on an axis z, parity  and number i, which
distinguishes states with the same I ,  and . An energy " does not depend on
 because of R-invariance of hamiltonian H^A







+ U^ + H^A; (2)
where r = rn −RA is a neutron radius-vector with respect to a target center of
mass, m is a reduced mass, and U^ is an operator of interaction of a neutron with
target nucleons.






00; l0jj; l >= j0j0l0l: (3)
Here s is a spinor, describing a state of a neutron with a projection  of a
spin s = 1=2 on an axis z, Ylm(r) are spherical harmonics, l and m are relative
neutron-nucleus orbital momentum and its projection on an axis z, and Cjlms
are Clebsh-Gordan coecients. Angular momentum j = l + s will be named a
neutron total angular momentum. Functions
jJM ; lj >=
X

CJMjIjj; l >  ( ) (4)
are also orthonormal
< J 0M 0; l0j00jJM ; lj >= J0JM 0Ml0lj0j0: (5)
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Here J and M are a total angular momentum and its projection on an axis z.
The phases are so chosen that the wave functions have usual transform properties
with respect to time inversion [34]
T^  I( ) = (−1)
I+ I−( ); T^s = (−1)
s+s−;
T^ jj; l >= (−1)j+ jj − ; l >; T^ jJM ; lj >= (−1)J+M jJ −M ; lj > : (6)
Let us present a total wave function of neutron and nucleus as a series in state
vectors (4)







ljJM (r)jJM ; lj > : (7)
Substituting this expansion in the Schro¨dinger equation
H^Ψ(r;  ) = EΨ(r;  ); (8)




























< JM ; ljjU^ jJM ; l0j00 > R(
0)
l0j0JM (r) = 0: (9)
The matrix element of an operator U^ is diagonal on J and M and does not depend
on M because of R-invariance of interaction.
We assume that the interaction U^ is short-range and vanishes at r > R.
Then outside the interaction region the total wave function is an eigenfunction of






































0j0)h(+)l0 (kr)jJM ; l
0j0 > :
(10)
This function describes a neutron scattering by nucleus being in the state 0. A







Elements of S-matrix, SJ(lj0 ! l0j00), correspond to elastic scattering with a
total angular momentum J . Orbital, l, and total, j, neutron angular momenta
can change in elastic scattering within the limits of the rules of angular momen-
tum summation (jl− sj  j  l + s, jI − jj  J  I + j). Nuclear transition to
a state  6= 0 corresponds to inelastic scattering. A relative momentum in an
inelastic channel is
hk = (2m(E − "))
1=2 : (12)
If " > E, then hk = i(hq), where q is a real positive quantity. Taking into








we see, that the channel with the energy " > E is closed (the wave function falls









where a(I) and a(s) are amplitudes of nucleus and neutron states with spin
projections  and  on an axis z, respectively.
Comparing a general expansion (7) for the total wave function with its form
(10) outside the interaction region, we nd for radial functions
R
()
















Let us write these radial functions in the form
R
()







where an index n includes l, j and . An index n0 suggests, that the functions
F Jn0n(r) describe scattering of a neutron with initial orbital, l0, and total, j0,
angular momenta on a nucleus, being in a state 0. Substituting the functions



















Outside the interaction region the functions F Jn0n(r) take the form













We assume that the interaction has no singularity at the point r = 0. Then the
radial functions should be regular at the origin
F Jn0n(0) = 0: (19)
Thus, in the scheme of coupled channels, that we have considered, the set of
equations (17) completely determines the dynamics of nuclear reaction. Solving
these equations with boundary conditions (18), (19), we get the S-matrix elements
and, consequently, all observables.
3 P- and T-noninvariant observables
In neutron transmission experiments one studies asymmetry of a total cross sec-
tion and spin rotation, both caused by parity nonconservation or possible T-
invariance violation. The observables may be expressed in terms of a forward
elastic scattering amplitude. This amplitude, averaged over spin states of nuclei,
is a matrix 22 in a neutron spin space. Thus it can be presented as an expansion
in Pauli matrixes i
f(0) = F0 + (n)F1; (20)
where n is some unit vector.




(ImF0 + p1(s)(nsn) ImF1) : (21)
Here p1(s) is a neutron polarization, and ns is a unit vector along an axis of
polarization. We see, that an asymmetry of a total cross section for neutrons,
polarized along a direction n or opposite to it, is expressed in terms of imaginary
part of factor F1. On the other hand, using the methods of neutron optics [35],











where n =  d is a number of nuclei on a unit of target area. Clearly, an angle
of spin rotation around a vector n is determined by real part of factor F1. The
last term in Eq.(22) describes polarization of passed neutrons, arising owing to
asymmetry of a total cross section.
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If target nuclei are not oriented, a vector n in Eq.(20) coincides with a unit
vector nk along a momentum hk of incident neutrons. A relevant P-noninvariant
correlation (nk) was considered for the rst time in Ref.[36]. As noted in intro-
duction, this correlation was being studied intensively last years. It was pointed
out in Refs.[37, 38] that nuclear polarization makes possible the study of P- and
T-noninvariant correlation ([nknI ]), where nI is a unit vector along an axis of
nuclear orientation. It was shown in Refs.[39]-[41] that T-noninvariant, but P-
even correlation ([nknI ])(nknI) can be studied on an aligned target. In this
paper we restrict our attention to P- and P-,T-noninvariant eects, so we shall
consider only a polarized target.
Let p1(I) is nuclear polarization. Taking into account only s- and p-waves, we
express the factors F0 and F1 in terms of the S-matrix elements, SJ(lj ! l0j0),
corresponding to elastic scattering (we omit everywhere in this section an elastic-
channel index 0)
F0 = a0 + b2p1(I)(nknI); (23)
F1n = a1p1(I)nI + a2p1(I)(3nk(nInk)− nI) + b1nk + c1p1(I)[nknI ]: (24)









(1− SJ(lj ! lj)); (25)
where gJ = (2J+1)=2(2I+1) is a statistical factor. Coecients a1 and a2 specify































Jjj0(jj0 − SJ(1j ! 1j
0)): (27)
Explicit expressions for numerical factors A, as well as for factors B and C,
dened below, are presented in an appendix. Coecients b1 and b2 for P-odd













































We see, the coecients b1, b2 and c1 are due to transitions from s- to p-wave and
vice versa, that is possible only at parity nonconservation. While the coecient
c1 diers from zero, if additionally a symmetry of S-matrix with respect to the
main diagonal is violated.
If a target is not polarized, then p1(I) = 0, therefore F0 = a0, F1 = b1, n = nk.
Thus, as noted, the unique correlation (nk) remains. Let + and − are total
cross section for neutrons, completely polarized along the vector nk and opposite
to it, respectively. Thus, we obtain for P-noninvariant asymmetry of a total cross
section


















At the same time according to Eq.(22) the angle of spin rotation for transversely




















We turn now to the case, when target nuclei are polarized transversely the
neutron momentum (nI ? nk). Let " and # are total cross section for neutrons,
completely polarized along the vector [nknI ] and opposite to it, respectively. Then
we have for P-,T-noninvariant asymmetry of a total cross section












A contribution of P-,T-noninvariant correlation to the angle of spin rotation













In reality spin-spin forces, as well as P-odd correlation (nk) make dicult a mea-
surement of the asymmetry (33) and the angle (34). Now the ways of suppression
of the fake eects are intensively discussed [42]-[44].





is directly measured, where N+ and N− are numbers of neutrons, passed through
a target for two opposite values of their initial polarization. It is easy to show
(see, e.g., Ref.[11]) that these observable asymmetries express by asymmetries of
a total cross section in the following way





4 First order corrections to S-matrix
Weak interaction, violating P-invariance and, possibly, T-invariance, can be ac-
counted in the scheme of coupled channels as perturbation. We separate from
the operator of neutron-nucleon interaction a small component U^
U^ −! U^ + U^: (37)
We assume that the operator U^ on the right side of Eq.(37) is T-invariant.
A perturbation U^ results in small change of radial functions and S-matrix
elements
F Jn0n(r) −! F
J
n0n
(r) + F Jn0n(r); SJ(n0 ! n) −! SJ(n0 ! n) + SJ(n0 ! n):
(38)
Substituting Eqs.(37), (38) to Eqs.(17), (18), we get in zero order in U^ a homo-









(r) = 0 (39)
with boundary conditions (18) and (19). S-matrix, determined by T-invariant
interaction U^ , is symmetric with respect to the main diagonal
SJ(n0 ! n) = SJ(n! n0): (40)
We assume that the matrix element of the operator of strong interaction, U^ ,
between states jJM ;n > is a function, dependent on r. So we obtain







0 > : (41)






due to hermiticity, R- and T-invariance of the operator U^ [34].










(r) = QJn0n(r) (43)
with boundary conditions




SJ(n0 ! n) knr h
(+)
l (knr); (44)
F Jn0n(0) = 0: (45)
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We shall search solutions of the non-homogeneous set of equations (43) as
series in linearly independent solutions of the homogeneous set of equations (39).
We accept for deniteness, that the index n takes on values of 1; 2 : : : N . It is
known, that a set of N dierential equations of second order has 2N linearly
independent solutions. For each value n0 the regular solution F Jn0n(r) of the set
(39) exists. Besides for each n0 one can construct an irregular solution, satisfying
to condition
GJn0n(r)j r>R = n0n knr h
(+)
l (knr): (47)
As far as n0 also takes on N values (n0 = 1; 2 : : : N), the functions F Jn0n(r)
and GJn0n(r) form the required fundamental system of 2N linearly independent
solutions. It is easy to show, that Wronskian determinant (strokes designate



























































does not depend on r and equals iN .




















Substituting these functions to the set (43), we obtain 2N algebraic equations for
2N functions Jn0n(r) and γ
J
n0n
























This set is tractable because of W J = iN is not equal to zero.
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Constants bJn0n and c
J
n0n
can be found from the boundary conditions. Indeed,
owing to regularity of the functions F Jn0n(r) in the origin we have
cJn0n = 0: (51)
On the other hand, as far as the functions F Jn0n(r) (44) outside the interaction
region contain only diverging waves, coecients at functions F Jn0n(r) should vanish





We notice, that an upper limit in this integral may take any value greater than
R, as at r > R we have QJn0n(r) = 0 and, correspondingly, 
J
n0n
(r) = γJn0n(r) = 0.
So we get for the functions F Jn0n(r) outside the interaction region








Comparing this result with Eq.(44), we nd the rst order corrections to the
S-matrix















Here AJnn0(r) is an algebraic adjoint of an element G
J 0
nn0 (r) of the Wronskian
determinant (48). It is easy to check, that the algebraic adjoints AJnn0(r) satisfy








nn00(r) = 0: (56)
As far as the matrix qJn00n0(r) is symmetric, the functions A
J
nn0(r) are solutions of
Eqs.(39). On the other hand, the adjoints AJnn0(r) outside the interaction region
take the form















0 ! n) kn0r h
(+)
l0 (kn0r); n 6= n
0: (58)
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In view of the symmetry of the S-matrix (40), these functions AJnn0(r) are pro-
portional to the regular solutions F Jnn0(r) (18) at r > R. Thus, we conclude, that
for any value of r a relationship holds
AJnn0(r) = i
N−1F Jnn0(r); (59)
because of the functions AJnn0(r) and F
J
nn0(r) are solutions of the same set of
equations (39).
Substituting explicit expressions for the sourcesQJn0n(r) (46) and the algebraic
adjoints AJnn0(r) (59) to Eq.(55), we obtain the functions γ
J
n0n
(r). Thus the rst
order corrections to the S-matrix are of the form



















If the interaction U^ is T-invariant, the matrix element on the right side of
Eq.(60) is symmetric, therefore we have
SJ(n0 ! n) = SJ(n! n0): (61)
While if U^ anticommutates with the operator of time inversion, T^ , then the
appropriate matrix element is antisymmetric, so
SJ(n0 ! n) = −SJ(n! n0): (62)
In a general case, when the interaction U^ includes both T-invariant and T-
noninvariant components, the S-matrix correction is a sum of symmetric and
antisymmetric matrixes.
Taking into account the denition (4), we present the matrix element of the
operator U^ in the form






 < j; lj
Z
d ( )U^ 0( )

jj00; l0 > : (63)
Let us consider in greater detail a simplest variant, when integrals over inter-
nal variables  are single-particle operators. If the interaction U^ violates P-
invariance only, thenZ












where ^ = 2s^, s^ is an operator of a neutron spin, and p^ = −ih@=@r is a mo-
mentum operator. Function U (ii
0)
P (r) has dimensions of energy owing to a factor
R=h. Similarly, a single-particle operator, violating P- and T-invariance, takes
the formZ













P (r) and U
(ii0)
PT (r) are real and symmetric.
Matrix element of the single-particle P-noninvariant operator (64) is given by
formula











where U(abcd; ef) = ((2e + 1)(2f + 1))1=2W (abcd; ef) is a normalized Racah
function [45], and (lkf(r)kl0) is a reduced matrix element. We have for s- and
p-waves
















Similarly for P-,T-noninvariant interaction we obtain
















We have already assumed, that the weak interaction, U^ , mixes only the states
of a target with the same spins, I , projections, , and parities,  (see Eqs.(64)
and (65)). We consider now a case, when the strong interaction U^ is also diagonal
on spins, I , projections, , and parities, , of the inner target states, as well as
on orbital, l, and total, j, neutron angular momenta. This is indeed the case in
the model of neutron-nucleus interaction studied below. So we write the radial






Corrections to S-matrix, describing elastic transitions from s- to p-wave and

































































































Thus, calculating in the framework of the model the radial functions  J(i)lj (r),
we get the asymmetries of a total cross section and the angles of spin rotation
(31)-(34).
The simplest model is, certainly, the model of potential neutron-nucleus in-
teraction. Earlier P-noninvariant eects, caused by single-particle potential of
the type (64), have been studied in Refs.[46, 14]. In Ref.[46] a case of a spherical
square well was investigated, while in Ref.[14] an optical potential of a Woods-
Saxon type was considered. To account for the elastic channel only one should
remove in the formulas (70), (71) the sums over excited states i and i0 of a tar-











to Eq.(31), we reproduce the expression for P-noninvariant asymmetry of a total
cross section, used in Ref.[14].
5 Model for neutron resonance
5.1 Exact expressions
Let us consider a simple model for a resonance, resulted from a coupling of an
incident neutron with one of excited levels of a target. In an elastic channel a
neutron interacts with a nucleus, being in a ground state with a spin I , parity
 and energy "0. An energy " = E − "0 of a relative motion is expressed by a
momentum of an incident neutron, hk0, in the ordinary way " = (hk0)2=2m (see
Eq.(11)). We assume for simplicity, as was already stated in the previous section,
that in the process of target excitation spin, I , projection, , and parity, , do
not change (see Eq.(69)). It means, that the matrix elements of the operator of
P- and T-invariant strong interaction, U^ , entering in Eq.(39), is diagonal on I , 
and, therefore, j and l
< JM ;njU^ jJM ;n0 >= II00jj0ll0U
(ii0)
ljJ (r): (72)
Also used is an independence of the matrix element on the quantum number M
due to R-invariance of the interaction U^ . Thus, orbital, l, and total, j, neutron
angular momenta do not change in the model during the interaction with a nucleus
(recall, we are dealing now only with the strong interaction). Potentials U
(ii0)
ljJ (r)
are spherically symmetric, as they result from an integration over all internal
variables of a target and spin-angular variables of an incident neutron. According
to Eq.(42) these potentials are real and symmetric on indexes i and i0.
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We assume also, that there exists only one inelastic channel in each partial
wave with quantum numbers l, j and J , related with an excitation of a target level
with an energy "1ljJ . Thus we obtain in each partial wave a scattering problem
with two coupled channels | elastic and inelastic. For simplicity we shall use
only an index l to label partial wave, omitting j and J . Let "l = "1ljJ − "0 is an
energy of target excitation in the partial wave l.
We introduce simplied designations for radial functions: F
(0)




in the elastic channel and F (1)l (r) = F
J
n0n1
(r) in the inelastic one. According to























l = 0; (73)
where n; n0 = 0; 1. We have for wave numbers k0 and k1l in the elastic and





















is on the scale of one-particle excitation energy for potential of characteristic










l (knlr) + S





where the S-matrix elements S(0)(l ! l) describe elastic scattering, while
S(1)(l ! l) correspond to transitions from the elastic channel to the inelastic
one.





0; r > R;








0; r > R;
−Wl; r < R:
(78)
Then the equations (73) can be solved analytically. Regular solutions in the








































xjl(x) = 0: (80)
A factor (R=k0)1=2 is separated in the formulas (79) to simplify nal expressions.
Substituting solutions (79) in Eqs.(73) and equating factors at Bessel functions
of the same argument, we get8>><>>>:
−Al2l +Al
















and precisely the same set of equations for A0l and B
0
l. The set (81) is tractable
if its determinant equals zero. This gives the quadratic equation for a quantity




















































l + "l > 0; (85)
therefore in the absence of channel coupling Wl ! 0 we have l ! 0, so l
and 0l become equal to the wave numbers in the elastic and inelastic channels,
respectively, in the region r < R. Factors Bl and B0l take the form












Functions (76) and (79), and their rst derivatives should be joined at the
point r = R. This gives four equations for four unknown quantities Al, A0l,





is valid for spherical Bessel and Hankel functions, it is convenient to join the rst
derivatives of the radial functions, multiplied by rl.
We get for joining conditions in the inelastic channel8>>>>><>>>>>:





















Consider a case, when the inelastic channel is closed, that is, " < "l, and the
channel coupling is absent, so Bl = 0. Then Eqs.(89) specify an energy "− "l < 0
of a bound state of a neutron in the square potential of radius R and depth U
(1)
l .
















to zero. We introduce by analogy a function







and return to the analysis of a general case. Thus eliminating S(1)(l ! l) from





l(") = 0: (92)
We turn now to joining conditions in the elastic channel8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:












































































This equation along with (86) and (92) enables us to nd the factors Al and A0l










































Formulas (86) and (96) specify the energy dependent factors Al, A0l, Bl and B
0
l,
and, therefore, radial wave functions (79).
We nd now a position of a resonance in the partial wave l. A cross section
for elastic scattering is determined by an element of S-matrix, S(0)(l ! l), or a
phase shift, l. These quantities express in terms of a logarithmic derivative of
the elastic-channel radial function in the ordinary way [34]















This results from the joining conditions (93). Phase shifts, cl , for scattering on
an opaque sphere of radius R are given by equation









while factors of shift, dl("), and penetrability, sl("), are real and imaginary parts
of expression


















(2l − 1)!!(2l + 1)!!





A resonance occurs at an energy El, such that l(El) = 0. If we restrict to





we nd the S-matrix element in the Breit-Wigner form









A width of a resonance is specied by expression
Γl = 2slγl; (105)
where γl is a reduced width.
In the model that we consider the logarithmic derivative of the elastic-channel
function F
(0)











− l − dl: (106)
Substituting to this formula the energy dependent factors Al and A
0
l, we obtain
the explicit expression for the logarithmic derivative l(") and, therefore, for the
phase shift l and the partial cross section for elastic scattering.
5.2 Approximate expressions
In this section we study in greater details an energy dependence of the factors
Al, A0l, Bl and B
0
l near a narrow resonance. Such resonance occurs, if a coupling




l , we have
l ’ W 2l ="l, so the dimensionless parameter l (87) is small jlj  jWl="lj  1.
We assume that the energy of incident neutrons is low (k0R 1), so we use the
asymptotic formulas (102).
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Returning to the exact expression (106) for the logarithmic derivative of the
elastic-channel wave function, we notice, that A0l = 0 in the absence of channel
coupling. Then Eq.(106) species the logarithmic derivative of the radial function








Let us show, that the exact expression (106) for l(") reduces to 0l (") (107)
everywhere, except in a small vicinity of a resonance.















We assume that there are no peculiarities in the potential scattering (i.e., in the
quantity (107)) in the considered region of low energy. Then, obviously, at 2l  1
function l(") coincides with the accuracy of 2l with 
0
l (") everywhere, except




l) = 0. We note, that at l = 0
there exists a bound state of a neutron with an energy E0l − "l in the inelastic
channel (see text before Eq.(90)). So, clearly, the scattering cross section deviates
from the potential behavior and, as we shall see, has the resonant nature just in
the vicinity of the energy E0l .
We nd now an energy El of a resonance. According to equations (74), (82),
(83) and denitions (90), (91) all functions, entering into numerator and denom-
inator of the fraction (108), are slow functions of energy. Namely, they change
signicantly on the scale of ! (75). Therefore the quantity l(") (108) is a slow
function of energy everywhere, except in a small vicinity of the energy E0l . In this
vicinity we present the function D0l(") in the form






that is valid, incidentally, on an interval j"−E0lj  !. The derivative, dD
0
l(")=d",
is on the order of  D0l(")=!. It is easy to show, that the numerator of the






















’ dD0l(")=d"jEl. The energy El (110) is the required
energy of a resonance in the partial wave l, occurring due to a coupling between
the elastic and inelastic channels.
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We study now a behavior of the logarithmic derivative near the energy El.
Substituting the expansion (109) to Eq.(108) and taking into account the deni-


























We see, that close to El the energy dependence of the function l(") is determined
by the quantity γl  2l !  !. In the small vicinity of El
j"− Elj  γlj
0
l j (113)
we get the Breit-Wigner formulas (103)-(105). We note, however, that the
parametrization (111) holds for much more wide energy interval j" − Elj  !.
Thus in the region, lying beyond the reduced width of a resonance,
γlj
0
l j  j"−Elj  !; (114)
the logarithmic derivative l(") (111) reduces simply to the potential value (107),
taken at the point El.
Similarly, substituting the expansion (109) in Eqs.(96), (97) and taking into
account Eqs.(86) and (112), we obtain the following expressions for the factors
Al, A0l, Bl and B
0






















































as well as for a resonance denominator













"− El + i
Γl
2









; if γlj0l j  j"− Elj  !:
(121)
Due to this factor all quantities (115)-(117) increase resonantly in the small vicin-
ity of El. Comparing the coecients at this factor, however, it is easy to show,
that




lj; if j"− Elj  γlj
0
l j: (122)
We consider now the region (114), lying outside the resonance. Clearly, the
factors Al and Bl take the constant values, while A0l and B
0
l fall o with a spacing
from the resonance as follows  1=(" − El). Therefore in this region
jA0lj  jAlj; if γlj
0
l j  j"− Elj  !: (123)
The superiority of B0l over Al is still persist in the interval, which goes far beyond
the reduced width of the resonance
jAlj  jB
0









On the other hand, the factor B0l surpasses Bl practically everywhere over the
region of applicability of Eqs.(115)-(117)
jBlj  jB
0







Thus, far away from the resonance (j"−Elj > γ
1=2
l !
1=2) the term, proportional
to the factor Al, dominates in the wave function (79). Here, we are dealing with
potential elastic scattering. The probability density to nd a neutron inside a
target is proportional to the factor of penetrability of centrifugal barrier and







While in the resonance ("  El ) we have for the probability density in the elastic
























An increase of probability density in the resonance can be qualitatively ex-
plained as follows. The characteristic time of change of a wave packet, made
from one-particle functions inside a nucleus, is T = h=!. An exit of the packet
is retarded by centrifugal barrier and potential jump. Therefore the exit time is
















As for the inelastic channel, in the model that we consider an exit of neutrons
is retarded by a weak coupling between the channels. Taking into account the












where l = h=Γl is the usually dened life time of compound nucleus. Thus we
see, that both in the elastic and inelastic channels an enhancement in probability
density corresponds to an increase of time spent by a neutron inside a target.
In closing of this section we note, that the quantities xl and yl are real until
the inelastic channel is closed (" < "l), so the phases of the factors Al, A0l, Bl
and B0l coincide. Moreover, these phases are equal to the phase shift for elastic



















; if γlj0l j  j"− Elj  !:
(131)
In a general way, this results from Eqs.(93). Indeed, a factor exp(il) can be
separated as a common phase factor on the right sides of these equations.
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6 P- and T-noninvariant mixing of s- and p-
wave resonances
In the previous section the model for resonance in the arbitrary partial wave l
was constructed. It is easy to apply the results obtained to describe a close-lying
pair of two narrow s- and p-wave resonances. The needed spherical Bessel and


















































We assume, that a distance between resonances is much less than a one-particle
energy !. So we use the result (125) and neglect the components  Bl of the
radial functions in the inelastic channel (see Eq.(79)).
The parity violating interaction of the form (64) leads to the elements of
S-matrix (70), corresponding to transitions from s- to p-wave. Similarly the in-
teraction of the form (65), violating the space parity and time reversal symmetry,
results in the corrections (71) to S-matrix. The substitution of the radial func-
tions (79) to the Eqs.(70), (71) gives the elements of S-matrix, caused by P- and
T-violation. Thus, in the model considered the transmission asymmetry P (36)



























































It is apparent here, that P- and T-noninvariant eects enhance near the reso-
nances. Indeed, it was shown in the previous section that the amplitudes Al, A0l
and B0l of radial wave functions (79) peak at resonance energies (see Eqs.(115)-
(117)). Thus the radial integrals (70), (71), that is, the corrections to S-matrix,
increase too. To get the explicit expressions for these corrections the form of the
radial dependence of potentials U (ii
0)
P (r) and U
(ii0)
PT (r) should be chosen.
By analogy with potentials of strong interaction (see Eqs.(77), (78)), we take
P- and P-,T-noninvariant potentials to be spherical square wells of radius R
U
(ii0)
P (PT )(r) =
8><>:
0; r > R;
U
(ii0)
P (PT ); r < R:
(135)
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as the dierentiation of the step function U
(ii0)
P (r) gives the easily integrated




l we get for the






















Substituting the explicit expressions for radial functions in these formulas (see












P (PT ) + S
(01p)
P (PT ) + S
(1s0)
P (PT ) + S
(1s1p)
P (PT ): (138)
The corrections of the rst type S
(0 0)
P (PT ) are related with a mixing of radial
functions of the elastic channel, F (0)s and F
(0)
p , and correspond to direct transition
of a neutron from s- to p-wave due to weak interaction U^P (PT ) with target
nucleons. A target nucleus remains in a ground state. The corrections of the
second type S(0 1p)P (PT ) are caused by transitions of a neutron from the s-wave elastic
channel to the p-wave inelastic one with an excitation of a target to the state with
an energy "1p. Similarly the corrections of the third type S
(1s0)
P (PT ) correspond to
neutron transitions from the inelastic s-wave channel to the elastic p-wave one,
when a target passes from an excited level with the energy "1s to a ground state.
Finally, the corrections of fourth type S(1s1p)P (PT ) correspond to a mixing of s- and
p-wave functions of the inelastic channels, F (1)s and F
(1)
p , with a transition of a
target from an excited level "1s to another "1p one.























































































where P = i, PT = 1 and the following designations for integrals are used
fP (s;p) = 2
RZ
0



















These integrals are easily calculated










































− cos(s + p)R
!
: (146)
The depths of P- and T-noninvariant potentials U (ii
0)
P (PT ) are external param-
eters of the model. However to compare the contributions (139)-(142) to the
observables we need some estimates for these depths. We assume, that P- or
P-,T-noninvariant operator of neutron-nucleons interaction U^P (PT ) is a sum of
pairwise operators. Then the functions U
(ii0)
P (PT )(r) on the right parts of Eqs.(64)-
(65) are single-particle matrix elements. In the case of parity nonconserving
interaction a diagonal single-particle matrix element is usually evaluated by
U
(0 0)
P  < u^P >s:p:  Gm
2
Ω  0:1 eV; (147)
where G = 10−5=m2p is a Fermi constant, m is a pion mass, and Ω  1 MeV is








where  < 10−3 according the present data.
To estimate nondiagonal single-particle matrix elements we use a well known
procedure [19]-[21]. We present a target wave function, which describes a highly





Here jckj  1=N1=2 owing to normalization condition. A number N is usually
evaluated as N  !=D, where D is a mean distance between excited levels. In




P (PT )  U
(1s 0)
P (PT ) < ju^P (PT )j0 >
1
N1=2



















where, as usual, a noncoherent sum of  N single-particle matrix elements be-
tween simple congurations is estimated by N1=2< u^ >s:p:.
We notice, that a mean distance between levels Dl in the partial wave l and




















We see, that an enhancement  (!=γl)1=2 of the factors B0l (117) in comparison
with A0l is exactly canceled by a depression  (γl=!)
1=2 of nondiagonal potentials
U
(0 1p)
P (PT ) and U
(1s 0)
P (PT ) in comparison with a diagonal one U
(0 0)
P (PT ). This means, that
the contributions (140), (141) from a mixing of functions of the elastic and inelas-
tic channels either less, or considerably do not surpass the contribution (139) from
a mixing in the elastic channel! Therefore we shall not discuss the components,
which are proportional to S
(0 1p)
P (PT ) and S
(1s0)
P (PT ).
We turn now to an analysis and comparison of contributions S
(0 0)
P (PT ) and
S
(1s1p)
P (PT ) to the observables. In the region far away from both mixing s- and p-
wave resonances (j"−Elj > γ
1=2
l !
1=2), as we have just established (see Eqs.(123),
26
(124)), the components with amplitude Al dominate in the wave function. In this













is signicant. We have taken into account, that (Al)pot ’ exp(il)s
1=2
l . We note,
that according to Eqs.(121) and (131) we are dealing here with the total phase
















In the region j" − Elj < γ
1=2
l !
1=2 the factors B0l (117) become considerable.


















































As far as jEs − Epj  !, it is unimportant, at what energy, Es or Ep, the right
part is taken here. A general expression for an amplitude of mixing in the elastic
channel (139) is rather cumbersome. However, in some special interesting cases
this general expression may be simplied.
We consider at rst the region, lying near the resonances, but beyond their
reduced widths (γl < j" − Elj < γ
1=2
l !
1=2). In particular, an interval between s-
and p-wave resonances can belong to this region. The factors Al still dominate
overA0l (see Eq.(123)). The estimates for them do not change, so the contributions
from mixing in the elastic channel remain on the level of (154), (155). At the


















Though !1=2γ1=2l =j"−Elj > 1, the potentials U
sp
P (PT ) are suppressed in comparison
with U (0 0)P (PT ) by the factor of the scale of (153). An approximate evaluation shows,
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that only in the region γl < j"− Elj < γ
3=4
l !
1=4 a mixing in the inelastic channel
provides an increase of P- and T-noninvariant eects over the background values
(155).
We turn now to an analysis of nearest vicinities of resonances. We assume,
that a distance between s- and p-wave resonances surpasses their reduced widths.





pj  jEs −Epj; (159)
so the condition (123) may be used. Consequently near p-wave resonance
(j"− Epj  γpj0pj) we have jA
0
sj  jAsj. We get for P- (or P-,T-) noninvari-
ant amplitude of mixing in the elastic channel
S
(0 0)











Similarly, near s-wave resonance (j"−Esj  γsj0sj) jA
0
pj  jApj, so an amplitude
of interest is of the form
S
(0 0)











For simplication we use designations for the depths of P- and T-noninvariant
potentials












































just as in Eqs.(156), (157).
Let us compare the amplitudes in resonances with the background value of
(154). If " = El, the amplitudes (160) and (161) of s- and p-wave mixing in
the elastic channel surpass the potential value (154) by the factor of  1=sl.
The reason is that in the potential scattering a jump of potential and centrifugal
barrier hinder a penetration of a neutron into a nucleus, while in the resonance
these factors hinder an exit of a neutron from a nucleus, increasing an interac-
tion time and, therefore, a mixing amplitude (see Eqs.(126), (127) and (129)).
We consider now the amplitude of s- and p-wave mixing in the inelastic channel
(156). In the resonance (" = El) it is enhanced by the factor !=Γl. Accord-
ing to Eq.(130) this quantity corresponds to the delay of a neutron inside a
nucleus due to a weak coupling between the channels. However, account must
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be taken of the suppression of the depth of P- (P-,T-) noninvariant potential
UspP (PT ) in comparison with U
(0 0)
P (PT ) by the factor of 1=N
1=2  (γl=!)1=2. Neverthe-
less, multiplying these factors, we obtain in the inelastic channel an enhancement
(1=s1=2l )(!=Γl)
1=2  (1=sl)(!=γl)1=2. This quantity surpasses an enhancement in
the elastic channel by the factor of  (!=γl)1=2!




T-noninvariant eects are determined by a mixing in the elastic channel (by
the quantity S(00)P (PT )). In a resonance the quantities S
(0 0)
P (PT ) and S
(1s1p)
P (PT ) peak.
However, S
(1s1p)
P (PT ) surpasses S
(00)
P (PT ) by the factor of  (!=γl)
1=2. Therefore,
P- and T-noninvariant eects in resonances result mainly from a mixing in the
inelastic channel.
For the rst time an existence of an enhancement factor (!=Γ)1=2 in the re-
gion of compound resonances was mentioned in Refs.[29, 30] in connection with
an analysis of sensitivity of detailed balance tests to T-invariance violation. In
resonances the time of neutron-nucleus interaction increases; so the P- and T-
noninvariant mixing amplitudes are enhanced. In such context the form (!=Γ)1=2
of an enhancement factor seems natural.
However, the other form of an enhancement factor is usually used. One sep-
arates the ratio UspP (PT )=(Ep − Es) in the amplitude of mixing in the inelastic
channel (156). This quantity is interpreted as the amplitude of P- or P-,T-
noninvariant mixing of s-wave resonance to p-wave one or vice versa. As far as
jEp − Esj  D  !=N , and U
sp












Such enhancement is said to be dynamic. It is related with a proximity of mixing
resonances. For the rst time it was analyzed in Refs.[19]-[21].
The amplitude of s- and p-wave mixing in compound resonance is usually
taken in the form



















With regard to coincidence in the model of neutron width, Γnl , and total width,
Γl, this expression is very similar to Eq.(156), but is not identical to it. The
reason is that the denominators [l] (120), entering in the formula (156), have
usual Breit-Wigner form only in the vicinities of resonance energies, which are
small in comparison with reduced widths. As far as the distances between s-
and p-wave resonances are usually comparable or surpass the reduced widths
of resonances, the denominator [s] has not the Breit-Wigner form near p-wave
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resonance, while a similar deviation takes place for the quantity [p] near s-wave
resonance. These deviations are, however, rather simple. If j" − Elj  γlj0l j,








Thus, the amplitude of mixing in the inelastic channel (156) near p-wave reso-
nance is of the form
S
(1s1p)




















while near s-wave resonance we obtain
S
(1s1p)


















General expressions for the energy dependent P- and T-noninvariant observ-
ables (133), (134), caused by a mixing in the inelastic channel, are rather cum-
bersome. However, the situation is simplied close to resonance energies due to



















































where P = 1, PT = −CJ 1
2
=gJ . Similarly near s-wave resonance P- and T-
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noninvariant observables take the form
sP (PT )
n







































1=2("− Es − (kR)2γs)
("− Ep)
 







We see, that in the vicinities of resonances the transmission asymmetries lP (PT )
and angles of spin rotation lP (PT ) cross zero. However, it is easy to establish,





the quantities lP (PT ) peak and may be presented in the form
lP (PT )
n
= −P lP (PT )(")l("): (174)











while factors P lP (PT )(") are slow functions of energy
















Transmission asymmetry lP (PT ) crosses zero outside an interval (173). While an
angle lP (PT ) crosses zero within the width of resonance Γl. Neglecting a shift
(kR)2γs in comparison with a width Γs=2 = (kR)γs, we obtain for the quantities
lP (PT ) in the intervals (173)
lP (PT ) = −
2("− El)
Γl
lP (PT ): (178)
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The resonance formulas (174)-(178) coincide with those found by using a mixing
amplitude in the standard form (165).
In experiments one chooses a thickness of a target to provide an optimum






It follows that the quantities P lP (PT )(El) approximately equal to measured asym-
metries lP (PT ) at the energies " = El and angles 
l
P (PT ) at the energies " =
El  Γl=2.
We see now, that in a p-wave resonance a measured quantity (176) is enhanced
by a factor of (Γns =Γ
n
p )
1=2)  1=kR besides the factor (164). This enhancement
is said to be structural or kinematic. While in a s-wave resonance (see Eq.(177))
a factor of suppression (Γnp=Γ
n
s )
1=2)  kR arises. We remind, that in the model
considered a total width of resonance Γl coincides with its neutron width Γnl .
This situation approximately corresponds to compound resonances in light nuclei.
Usually the Eqs.(174)-(178) are analyzed as applied to heavy nuclei, where Γl 
Γnl , and Γs  Γp. Let us show, that the additional factors of enhancement or
suppression, arising in Eqs.(176) and (177), have dierent meaning for light and
heavy nuclei.
Let Γs = Γns  Γp = Γ
n
p . Thus it is easy to see, that s- and p-wave resonance
cross sections (175) reach approximately equal maximal values. Therefore, ac-
cording to condition (179) measurements in s- and p-wave resonances should be
carried on targets with the same thickness. But as far as the quantity PpP (PT )(Ep)
is enhanced in comparison with PsP (PT )(Es) by a factor of  1=(kR)
2, the P- and
T-noninvariant observables (174), (178) will be a  1=(kR)2 times more in the
p-wave resonance than in the s-wave one. It has been just this result that was
obtained earlier in the model. Indeed, an enhancement factor of the amplitude
S
(1s1p)
P (PT ) in a resonance in the partial wave l was found equal (1=sl)(!=γl)
1=2.
Clearly, this factor is a s0=s1  1=(kR)2 times more in the p-wave than in the
s-wave.
We consider now a case Γs  Γp  Γns  Γ
n
p . A resonance cross section s(Es)
surpasses now p(Ep) by a factor of  1=(kR)2. But the quantity P
s
P (PT )(Es) is
a  1=(kR)2 times less than PpP (PT )(Ep). Therefore, in heavy nuclei one should
expect the same P- and T-noninvariant eects (174), (178) in the s- and p-wave
resonances, if the targets with equal thickness are used. However, in view of
condition (179), in the p-wave resonance measurement a target should be used a
 1=(kR)2 times thicker, than in the s-wave resonance measurement. Clearly, in
this situation the observables in the p-wave resonance appear a  1=(kR)2 times
more, than in the s-wave resonance.
Thus, in light nuclei an additional enhancement of P- and T-noninvariant
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eects in p-wave resonance by a factor of (Γns =Γ
n
p )
1=2  1=kR results from an
increase of neutron delay inside a nucleus. In heavy nuclei the total widths of s-
and p-wave resonances are determined by radiative transitions, therefore the life
times of these resonances are approximately equal. So an additional enhancement
in the p-wave resonance, having the same value (Γns =Γ
n
p )
1=2  1=kR that in light
nuclei, arises rather from the advantages of use of thick target.
7 Model calculation of P- and T-noninvariant
eects
In the previous section we have shown that the inelastic channel contributes
decisively to the mixing of s- and p-waves. Within the widths of resonances we
have got the usual expressions (174){(178) for P- and T-noninvariant observables.
As an illustration let us present the results of exact calculation of P- and T-
noninvariant eects (133), (134) for a close-lying pair of s- and p-wave resonances.
As far as the model does not account radiative channels, it seems reasonable
to use it for description of resonances in light nuclei. We take as an example a
pair of s- and p-wave resonances of the 35Cl nucleus with energies Es = 26:60
keV and Ep = 22:41 keV and neutron widths 2gΓ
n
s = 130 eV and 2gΓ
n
p = 4
eV [48]. Radiative contributions to these widths are  0:5 eV only; we neglect
them. The nucleus 35Cl has spin and parity I = 3=2+. We assume that spins of
the resonances chosen equal J = 1 (there is no information about these spins in
Ref.[48]).
We remind, that the partial wave is specied by three quantum numbers l, j
and J . We restrict our attention to two partial waves l = 0, j = 1=2, J = 1 and
l = 1, j = 1=2, J = 1. For brevity we shall label the quantities, associated with
these waves, only by indexes s and p.
Neutron-nucleus potential in the elastic and inelastic channels is taken to be
spherical potential well of the radius R = 6:5 fm and depth
U = U0 + Uls ~^l ~^s; (180)
where U0 = 23 MeV and Uls = 1 MeV. So the parameters of potential (77) for
s1/2- and p1/2-waves equal Us = 23 MeV and Up = 22 MeV. Characteristic
one-particle energy (75) is ! = 490:444 keV. The sequence of bound states in
the potential chosen is presented in Fig.1. We assume that 18 neutrons of 35Cl
nucleus ll the levels 1s1/2, 1p3/2, 1p1/2, 1d5/2 and 1d3/2 so the states 2s1/2
and 2p1/2 are free. In the framework of the model, described in the section 5, s-
and p-wave resonances correspond to transitions of the incident neutron to bound
states 2s1/2 and 2p1/2, respectively, accompanied by excitation of the target to
the levels with energies "s and "p.
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Using Eq.(105) we have found the reduced widths of resonances γs = 372 eV











that gives us two parameters of the model: "l and Wl. Solving these sets we obtain
"s = 8831:277 keV, Ws = 174:509 keV and "p = 1589:982 keV, Wp = 54:422 keV.
We notice, that dimensionless parameter l takes here the values s = 0:020 and
p = 0:034, so we are dealing with the case of weak coupling between channels
(l  1).
A weak coupling approximation was studied in the section 5.2. Its quality
may be checked by calculation of reduced widths using Eq.(112). We get then for
the s-wave width 372 eV, diering from the exact value only in the rst decimal,
while for the p-wave width | 294 eV, diering from the exact value by 3 %.
In Fig.2 the energy dependencies of logarithmic derivatives l(") (106) are
shown. Their forms agree well with Eq.(111). It is seen that the Breit-Wigner
approximation (103) holds only in a small vicinity of each resonance. Far from
the resonances the functions l(") reach the potential values (107), which equal
0s = 10:706 and 
0
p = −3:188.
Using Eq.(98) it is easy to calculate the phase shifts for each partial wave
l(") = 
c










They are presented in Fig.3. We have for these cross sections at the resonance
energies s(Es) = 36:681 b and p(Ep) = 43:572 b.
The amplitudes Al and A0l (see Eqs.(96)) are complex. However, as noted
above (see text before Eq.(131)), at " < "l the phases of these factors coincide
with the phase shift l. Let Al = l exp(il) and A0l = 
0
l exp(il). In Fig.4 the
real quantities l and 
0
l are shown versus the energy. According to the Eqs.(115),
(116) and (127) an enhancement of the factors Al and A0l is  1=kR times as large
for the p-wave resonance as for the s-wave one. We have here k(Es)R = 0:233 and
k(Ep)R = 0:214, so the enhancement is on the scale of  4 { 5. An increase of
the amplitudes near the resonances is displayed in Figs.4a and 4b. Fig.4c shows
that the factors Al fall more slowly than A
0
l (see Eq.(123)). According to Eqs.(86)
to obtain the factors B0s and B
0




p by −1=s = −50:626 and
−1=p = −29:250, respectively.
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We turn now to estimates for P- and T-noninvariant observables (133) and
(134). We restrict our attention to the dominating contribution S
(1s1p)









so an unknown constant  is taken to be 10−3. According to Eqs.(151) and (153)
















PT = 1:3  10
−5 eV: (186)
It is easy to estimate, that the potential values (155) of P-noninvariant observables
are thus on the scale of  10−6 b, while for P-,T-noninvariant ones we get 
10−9 b.
Taking into account the identity of the phases of the factors B0s and B
0
p and
the phase shifts for elastic scattering and puttingB0l = 
0
l exp(il), we obtain from
Eq.(142) for the observables
P (PT )
n
= P (PT )
4
k2














= P (PT )
4
k2












We notice, that for the case considered here J = I − 1=2 we have CJ 1
2
= gJ , so
P = 1, and PT = −1. The integrals fP (PT )(0s;
0
p) depend only slightly on the
energy (they belong to the functions, that change signicantly only on the scale of
!). At " = Es these integrals equal fP (0s;
0





In Figs.5 and 6 the asymmetries P (PT )=n and angles P (PT )=n are presented
versus the energy. Figs.5a, 6a and 5b, 6b show the eects near p- and s-wave
resonances, respectively. Within the widths of the resonances these curves are
described well by Eqs.(174)-(178). In particular, the angles of spin rotation cross
zero at " ’ El. In the same time in accordance with Eqs.(169), (171) the trans-
mission asymmetries cross zero at the energies " ’ El−Γl=(2kR(1−1=0s)), that
is before the resonances beyond their widths. Figs.5c, 6c display it.
We see that the eects are maximal in the p-wave resonance. The asymmetry
P=n reach the value 410−2 b, which is 4104 times greater than the potential
value! An enhancement factor involves (!=γp)1=2  40, 1=(kR)3  102 and
numerical coecients like fP (0s;
0
p). While we get  4  10
−6 b for the maximal
value of PT =n, which surpasses the potential estimate by a factor  4  103 only.
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The reason is that the integral of the overlap fPT (0s;
0
p) is found one order lower
than fP (0s;
0
p). Clearly, the energy dependencies of P- and P-,T-noninvariant
observables are the same. So the curves in Figs.5 and 6 dier only in sign and
factor of  10−4. So in what follows we discuss the P-nonconserving eects only.
In the resonance measurements the target thicknesses should be taken to be
n  1=l(El)  0:02 b−1. In the p-wave resonance we obtain for P-noninvariant
asymmetry P and angle P an estimate  10−3 (for P-,T-noninvariant observ-
ables PT and PT |  10−7). In the s-wave resonance these quantities are
1=(kR)2  25 times suppressed.
It is interesting, that there exist the regions beyond the resonance widths,
which are favorable for measurements. This is because the quantities P (PT ) and
P (PT ) fall more slowly than the cross sections. Fig.7 shows, that to the right and
to the left of the p-wave resonance there are the energy intervals, where the cross
section equals  1 b, while P=n  0:5  10−3 b and P=n  10−3 b. On these
intervals to provide the optimum rate of statistic gathering the target thickness
should be equal to n  1 b−1, so the observables P and P are of the same scale
 10−3, than in the p-wave resonance. We notice, that a total s-wave cross section
near p-wave resonance is a sum of contributions of partial waves l = 0, j = 1=2,
J = 1 and l = 0, j = 1=2, J = 2. The latter was omitted by us. However, these
contributions are, obviously, comparable. So our conclusions remain valid.
A completely dierent type of situation occurs near an interference minimum
to the left of s-wave resonance. In the case considered, when a target spin I
diers from zero, there are no deep minimums in a total cross section owing to
superposition of the contributions from waves with J = I1=2. We remind, that
the P-,T-noninvariant correlation ([nknI ]) could be studied only on the targets
with nonzero spin I . However, one may observe P-nonconserving eects in the
interaction of neutrons with spinless target nuclei. In this case only one partial
wave l = 0, j = J = 1=2 contributes to s-wave cross section. Therefore, let
us consider a vicinity of an interference minimum, keeping in mind the possible
applications to the case of neutron interaction with spinless nuclei.
In Fig.8 the calculated quantities P=n, P=n and (") = s(") + p(") are
presented. In accordance with Fig.3 a minimum of cross section is determined
by p-wave scattering. In fact a radiative capture is of rst importance in the
minimum. It is easy to estimate a contribution from the nearest s-wave resonance,













is found to be 0.013 b in the minimum of the scattering cross section at " ’
26:2 keV. We notice now, that for the value  0:1 b of the total cross section a
target with thickness n  10 b−1 gives the optimum rate of statistic gathering.
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So the measuring angle of spin rotation in the region of an interference minimum
may have the magnitude P  10−3, which is comparable with the eect in the p-
wave resonance! A situation with an asymmetry is worse as this quantity crosses
zero in the interval considered.
8 Summary
The paper deals with a simplied model for resonant neutron-nucleus interaction
based on the scheme of coupled channels. The equations and boundary conditions
for radial functions are written in section 2. The form of diagonal and nondiagonal
potentials, as well as a number of channels are external parameters of the model.
Perturbations violating P- and T-invariance are weak enough to be taken into
account in the rst order. The formulas for P- and T-noninvariant corrections
to S-matrix are presented in section 4. The single-particle operators of weak
interaction of the form p and r are considered in details.
The analytical solution for the problem with two coupled channels and square-
well potentials is given in section 5. A neutron orbital momentum l is arbitrary.
The case of a weak channel coupling corresponding to narrow Breit-Wigner res-
onance is analyzed.
A mixing of two narrow s- and p-wave resonances by P- and P-,T-noninvariant
potentials is studied in section 6. In the framework of the model the contribu-
tions of four types to the mixing amplitude are separated. Here, we are dealing
with transitions from s- to p-wave (or vice versa) in the elastic channel, inelastic
channel, as well as with the cross terms. It is shown, that the cross terms do not
exceed the contribution from a mixing in the elastic channel. An enhancement
of the mixing amplitude in the elastic channel in a resonance with an orbital mo-
mentum l is of the scale  1=(kR)2l+1, while that in the inelastic channel reaches
 (!=γl)1=2(1=(kR)2l+1). Here ! is the characteristic one-particle energy and γl
is the reduced width of the resonance. Thus, the contribution from a mixing in
the inelastic channel dominates.
The analytical expression for the amplitude of mixing in the inelastic channel
diers slightly from the usually used formula for compound-compound mixing.
The reason is the resonant amplitudes deviate from the Breit-Wigner energy de-
pendence beyond the widths of resonances. Nevertheless we obtain the usual ex-
pressions for P- and T-noninvariant observables within the widths of resonances.
As far as the total width of a resonance coincides with the neutron width, the
model is directly appropriate for light nuclei only. In this situation an expansion
of the factor of resonance enhancement into dynamic and structural (kinematic)
ones is conventional.
A close-lying pair of s- and p-wave resonances of the nucleus 35Cl is reproduced
in section 7. We emphasize, that our description of neutron-nucleus interaction is
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very schematic. A resonance enhancement of P- and T-noninvariant observables
is demonstrated. The favorable possibilities are shown to exist on thick targets
for measurements beyond the resonance widths. In particular, an interference
minimum near s-wave resonance is of interest for P-odd neutron spin rotation on
light spinless nuclei.
An including of radiative channels will allow to analyze P- and T-noninvariant
eects, rst, for heavy nuclei, secondly, in radiative neutron capture. On the other
hand, an increase of a number of coupled channels will lead to large sets of s-
and p-wave resonances. It may be signicant for an analysis of the sign correla-
tion of P-odd eects [13]. A replacement of square-well potentials by potentials
of Woods-Saxon type, which are convenient for numerical solution of coupled
equations, will make the model more realistic.
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Appendix
The numerical factors A, B, and C enter into the amplitude of elastic scattering
of s- and p-wave neutrons by polarized nuclei (see Eqs.(20), (23)-(30)). They are
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Fig.1. Sequence of levels for the spherical square well of the radius 6.5 fm. The
depth of the well is given by Eq.(180). Dashed lines correspond to the bottom
levels, on which 18 neutrons locate. Dotted lines show the free s- and p-levels.
Fig.2. Logarithmic derivatives (106) of the s- and p-wave functions of the
elastic channel versus the energy. Solid line | s("), dashed line | p(").
Fig.3. Partial cross sections (183) of s- and p-wave scattering versus the
energy. Solid line | s("), dashed line | p(").
Fig.4. Amplitudes of the s- and p-wave functions of the elastic channel (79)
near p-wave resonance (a), near s-wave resonance (b), in a wide range of energy
(c). Solid line | s("), dashed line | 0s("), dotted line | p("), dash-dotted
line | 0p(").
Fig.5. P-noninvariant transmission asymmetry (187) and angle of spin rota-
tion (188) near p-wave resonance (a), near s-wave resonance (b), in a wide range
of energy (c). Solid line | P =n, dashed line | P=n.
Fig.6. P-,T-noninvariant transmission asymmetry (187) and angle of spin
rotation (188) near p-wave resonance (a), near s-wave resonance (b), in a wide
range of energy (c). Solid line | PT =n, dashed line | PT=n.
Fig.7. P-noninvariant transmission asymmetry (187) and angle of spin rota-
tion (188), as well as a sum of partial cross section  = s + p near p-wave
resonance. Solid line | P=n, dashed line | P=n, dotted line | .
Fig.8. P-noninvariant transmission asymmetry (187) and angle of spin rota-
tion (188), as well as a sum of partial cross section  = s+p near an interference
minimum close to the s-wave resonance. Solid line | P=n, dashed line | P=n,
dotted line | .
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